annex for
irrigated harvest
PERRYTON EQUITY EXCHANGE adds 1 million bushels of storage at southwest
Kansas site to handle burgeoning fall crops.
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B

ack in 1978, when Perryton
Equity Exchange built a
560,000-bushel steel grain
elevator on a two-lane blacktop in
a remote area of southwest Kansas,
there already was a large and growing amount of irrigated crops in
the area between Liberal, KS and
Hugoton, KS.
The farmer-owned cooperative
called the elevator its “Prairieola”
facility after an old one-room
schoolhouse near the site. The
schoolhouse is long gone, and the
Equity Exchange elevator (620-6244262) is all you will find in Prairieola
today. (The elevator has a Hugoton
mailing address.)
“There was a lot of irrigation back

then, but there’s even more today,”
says Wes Beal, coop director of grain
operations and logistics, who came to
the Exchange 16 years ago after working for CoMark. “We were getting
100 bushels per acre on corn then,
and now between the irrigation and
technical advances in agronomy, it’s
common to see 250 or 270 bushels
under center pivot.”
He notes that the Ogallala Aquifer
in his part of Kansas remains a substantial source of water for irrigation.
“We were turning the elevator
more than four times a year,” Beal
continues. “The logistics of keeping
trucks moving was a challenge.”
For that reason, the coop decided
to add 1 million bushels of storage
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PERRYTON EQUITY EXCHANGE
Perryton, TX
806-435-4016
Founded • 1919
Storage capacity
30 million bushels at 25 locations
Annual volume
20 million+ bushels
Annual revenues • $250 million
Number of members • 4,500
Number of employees  175
Crops handled
Hard red winter wheat, corn,
sorghum, soybeans
Services
Grain handling and merchandising,
agronomy, energy, commercial
fuels, brokerage
Key personnel at Prairieola:
• Wes Beal, grain operations and
logistics
• Martin Knop, location manager
• Cindy Nicholson, grain
accounting

New 1-million-bushel jumpform concrete annex built by Perryton Equity Exchange at its Prairieola site between Liberal and Hugoton, KS. Drone aerial photo by
Jason Ryman.

SUPPLIER LIST
• Aeration fans  Tiernan Aeration
• Aeration system  Tiernan Aeration
• Bearing sensors  4B Components
Ltd.
• Bin sweeps  Sudenga Industries Inc.
• Bucket elevators  Schlagel Inc.
• Catwalk  Frisbie Construction Co. Inc.
• Concrete tank builder  McPherson
Concrete Storage Systems
• Contractor  Frisbie Construction Co.
Inc.

• Electrical contractor  Myers
Electrical Inc.
• Elevator buckets  Maxi-Lift Inc.
• Excavation • WT Contracting & Dirt
Inc.
• Grain temperature system  Rolfes@
Boone
• Level indicators  BinMaster
• Millwright  Frisbie Construction Co.
Inc.
• Motors  Baldor Motors
• Speed reducers  Dodge

• Control system  Meyers Electrical
Inc.

• Steel storage  FCS Mfg.

• Conveyors  Schlagel Inc.

• Truck scales • Unibridge Scales

• Distributor  Schlagel Inc.

• Unload augers • Frisbie Construction
Co. Inc.

at the Prairieola facility, this time in the
form of two 500,000-bushel jumpform
concrete tanks, along with a receiving
pit, legs, distributor, conveyors, and
truck scale.
To construct the $6.5 million project, the cooperative hired the team of
McPherson Concrete Storage Systems,
McPherson, KS (800-999-8151), which
built the jumpform tanks, and Frisbie
Construction Co. Inc., Gypsum, KS
(785-536-4288), which served as contractor and millwright.
In addition, Myers Electrical Inc.,
Sterling, KS (620-278-3794), was the
electrical contractor and supplied the
automation systems. WT Contracting
& Dirt Inc., Ulysses, KS (316-5506340), performed excavation services.
And Terracon, Olathe, KS (800-5937777), performed soil engineering work.
Soil conditions at the site made soil
engineering necessary. “We excavated 7
feet down, then refilled and compacted
it with 9 feet of fill on 6-inch lifts,” says
Beal. “That gave us the soil strength we
needed to support the annex.”
In addition to the earth work, the
coop also had to run a new electric line
out to the elevator from a substation 10
miles away to provide enough power 

One of two 1,400-bushel receiving pits feeding a pair of Schlagel 18,000-bph legs.
Also shown are two 3,200-bushel FCS steel surge tanks for truck loading. Groundlevel photos by Ed Zdrojewski.

to run the annex without affecting service to any neighboring farms.
Work got underway about Oct. 1,
2017, and the concrete facility began
startup on Sept. 1, 2018, in time for
fall crops.
Annex Description
The two McPherson tanks are 72
feet in diameter and 140 feet tall. While
the supplier’s cone-bottom tanks are
very popular in the western part of the
state, Equity Exchange opted for a flat
floor instead.
“We wanted the option of a zeroentry sweep auger,” says Beal. The coop
installed 16-inch Sudenga zero-entry
sweeps. The tanks also have 11-cable
Rolfes@Boone wireless grain temperature monitoring systems.
Each tank is outfitted with twelve 40hp Tiernan aeration fans, six on aeration
runs and six working in tandem, capable
of producing 1/6.8 cfm per bushel of
air. The facility has no grain dryer, but
Beal says the aeration is enough to dry
the harvest most years. “We’re at 3,000
feet of elevation, and the humidity here
is very low,” he says. “Most years we
can take 19% or 20% corn and knock
it down sufficiently with ambient air.”
Workers replaced an old truck scale
with a new 80-foot Unibridge pit-type

inbound-outbound scale that ties into
the facility’s existing scale automation
system.
From there, trucks proceed to one

of two 1,400-bushel receiving pits long
enough to take grain from both hoppers
at once. These feed a pair of Schlagel
18,000-bph legs equipped with 18x8
Maxi-Lift heavy-duty buckets.
The legs deposit grain into a six-hole
Schlagel SwingSet double distributor.
From there, grain can reach the storage
tanks via either gravity spout or 18,000bph overhead Schlagel drag conveyors.
“This setup lets us reach two tanks from
a single leg,” Beal comments.
Each tank is equipped with a sidedraw
spout. After the level of the grain drops
below the sidedraw outlet, the tanks
empty onto 16-inch-diameter Frisbie
unloading augers. These run back to
the receiving legs.
The distributor also can send grain
via gravity spout to a pair of FCS
3,200-bushel overhead surge tanks,
which also are used for truck loading.
“In designing the annex, we were
thinking about the future,” Beal says.
“Someday we’re going to see autonomous, driverless combines, wagons, and
trucks delivering fertilizer and taking
away grain. Being ready for that is really
important.”
Ed Zdrojewski, editor

Sidedraw spouts for truck loading, as well as six 40-hp Tiernan Aeration centrifugal fans
per tank delivering 1/6.8 cfm per bushel.

